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To Walden. . . This is a very warm and serene evening, and
the surface of the pond is perfectly smooth except where
the skaters dimple it, for at equal intervals they are scat-
tered over its whole extent, and, looking west, they make
a fine sparkle in the sun. Here and there is a thistle-down
floating on its surface, which the fishes dart at, and dimple
the water, delicate hint of approaching autumn, when the
first thistle-down descends on some smooth lake's surface,
full of reflections in the woods, signs to the fishes of the
ripening year. . . . Bethink thyself, O man, when the first

thistle-down is in the air. . . . Tell me, is thy fruit also
there? Dost thou approach maturity? Do gales shake wind-
falls from thy tree?
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TWO IRISH EMERSONIANS

by
Richard F. Fleck

University of Wyoming

A. E. (George William Russell), as a nationalistic
youth, turned to three American authors for inspiration:
Emerson, Thoreau, and Whitman. Herbert Howarth ex-
plains that A. E. "saw Emerson as a western leader whose
natural strength had been doubled by contact with eastern
thought. He hoped to grow in his image to be a leader and
shaper of Ireland. "1 By the late 1890' s, when A. E. had
become influential in Dublin's literary and political scene,
he founded the Theosophical Society which published the
transcendental Internationalist . In the first issue of Octo-
ber 15, 1897 A. E. echoed Emerson in his note "Our Aims".
"But the man who develops fully in his heart the conscious-
ness of brotherhood, can with that same consciousness
solve the universe. It is easy to speak at large about this,

and yet not easy to say too much. The consciousness which
has awakened to brotherhood has transcended to greater or
less degree the limitation of its personality. The 'oversoul'
is not well named, for it is an interior soul whose aspects
are as many as the things which have life. "2

A. E. 's desire to awaken the sense of brotherhood in

Ireland through full awareness of the transcendental, self-

reliant soul was augmented by his work for the Irish Agri-
cultural Organization Society (1897-98) which attempted to

create self-reliant agricultural communes. Such com-
munes, he thought, would be a beginning toward home rule
and national sovereignty. Interior independence was, he
felt, a necessary prerequisite to exterior independence,
and A. E.'s constant reading of Emerson was certainly a
great influence on this line of reasoning. Unfortunately
the new Irish nation, in which agricultural communes were
not a great success, exemplified for A. E. a mechanical,
unspiritual civilization which lacked any sense of Emer-
sonian transcendental awareness. He continued to read
Emerson's essays in the 1920' s and 30' s as a kind of Pla-
tonic ideal for a misled, new state overly engrossed by re-
ligious feud. Years after Ireland's independence, A. E.
wrote Van Wyck Brooks exclaiming, "Whitman and Emerson
seem to me your positive men who had a basis of their own,
and I do not think you have got their spiritual equals since. "3

Somehow, by implication, Ireland lacked a basis of its own.
But, he chose to stay in Dublin.



A. E.'s efforts to inculcate Emersonian ideals were not

entirely in vain, however. Young John Eglinton (William
Kirkpatrick Magee) and others4 met with A. E. in his li-

brary which contained many volumes of Emerson and Whit-
man. Apparently they discussed Emerson at length as
Eglinton seems to have had a keen interest in the nineteenth
century New Englander.

Eglinton, Assistant Librarian at the National Library
of Ireland until 1921, published several volumes of Emer-
sonian essays. He, like his friend A. E. , was also con-
cerned with Ireland's independence, and he felt that his
country was being torn apart by its Catholic -Protestant
quarrel. In his Anglo-Irish Essays (1917) he wrote, "What
ought to have happened was an Irish Aufklarung--an Irish
Emerson, and, if not a Transcendental movement, a move-
ment at any rate which should transcend the paltry quarrel
of Protestant and Catholic, which so far has prevented Ire-
land from realizing either its political or literary ideals. "5

In an earlier volume, Pebbles from a Brook (1901),
Eglinton expressed his distress over Ireland's total lack of

deep spiritual direction and lack of concern for the individ-
ual's intrinsic value. He called attention to the world's
prophets of individualism:

Rousseau, Kant, Goethe, Wordsworth, Carlyle,
Emerson, Whitman, Thoreau, Tolstoi--such names
as these may seem light and irresponsible ones to

set over against the cassocked and authorized ex-
ponents of the structural beliefs of society, and
there is not one of them against whom some objec-
tion is not valid; yet each of them stands for an
affirmative principle in strength of which he was
content to live and die. It is to them we must look,
amid this clamour of the Babel -builders, for some
indication that man is still more than his works and
exists as the ancients knew him. 6

After Ireland gained its political independence in 1921,
Eglinton felt that his country did not measure up to the na-
tion he had hoped for, and he departed permanently for
England where he continued to write Emersonian essays
and poetry until his death in 1961.
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THOREAU, TOM BOWLING, AND CHARLES DIBDIN

by
Eugene H. Walker

Within the Henry Thoreau that affected to prefer the
wind in a tall white pine to any melodies of man, there
lurked a soul that loved music. His flute, now to be seen
in the Concord Antiquarian Society, tells us so, and we
know that he sang and danced to his sisters' piano playing.
His journals contain many remarks on music, waiting for
someone to mine them out.

His favorite song, so his acquaintances said, was Tom
Bowling, by the British songwriter Charles Dibdin. Dibdin
is supposed to have written Tom Bowling in memory of his
seafaring elder brother Thomas, who died at the Cape of

Good Hope in 1780 when returning from India. Perhaps the
song reminded Thoreau of his brother John who died young
of lockjaw.

Who was this Charles Dibdin whose work touched the
heart of Thoreau?

Charles Dibdin was a prolific songwriter and composer
whose works were very popular in the late 1700's and early
1800' s. The Thoreau girls must have had some of his
pieces. Daniel Ricketson, Thoreau' s friend, had Tom
Tackle, another of Dibdin' s sea songs, tacked up with the
other quotations that lined the walls of his shanty in New
Bedford.



Charles Dibdin was born in 1745 in Southampton, Eng-
land, the twelfth of fourteen children of Thomas Dibdin, a

silversmith and the parish clerk in Holyrood Church.
Charles was intended for the church, but "music alone de-
lighted him, " and his good voice won him places in the

choir of Winchester Cathedral and in local concert rooms
when he was a young boy. Before he was sixteen he moved
to London to live with his brother, and at first tuned harp-
sichords and played the organ at churches. At this time he
learned the principles of music by putting Corelli's har-
monies in score. Soon he began his long career of compos-
ing words and music of songs and ballads. His pastoral
operetta "The Shepherd's Artifice, " was performed in 1764
when he was only nineteen.

During his early years in London, Charles Dibdin also
performed in operettas. He showed such talent in Isaac
Bickerstaffe's "The Maid of the Mill, " produced in 1765 at

Covent Garden, that the management raised his salary
three times during the run of fifty weeks. After a time,
Dibdin withdrew from acting to concentrate on arranging
and writing and composing. Bickerstaffe, he saw, made
1,700 pounds for writing the words to "The Padlock, " a hit

produced at Drury Lane in 1768, while he, Dibdin, got only
43 pounds for writing the music. Also, Dibdin was always
finding enemies amid the actors and musicians he had to

work with on the stage. The notable composer, Dr. T. A.
Arne, was a friend and defender, but Dibdin carried on a
long set of quarrels and reconciliations with such men as
Garrick, the actor-manager, and Harris, the manager of

Covent Garden.
Dibdin also had a stormy domestic life. Soon after

arriving in London, he married the daughter of a respect-
able tradesman, said to have been distinguished more by
her fortune than her looks. After a while he abandoned her
and formed an alliance, in about 1767, with the dancer,
Harriet Pitts, by whom he had two sons. The elder, known
as Charles Dibdin the Younger, had a successful career as
a composer and manager of Sadlers Well's Theatre. Thomas,
the second, was also a composer and claimed to have writ-
ten 2,000 songs, one of which has the lines describing
Britain as a "snug little Island, a right little, tight little

Island. " Dibdin abandoned Harriet in about 1774, and then
lived with Anne Maria Wylde, whom he married after his
first wife died around 1793.

Charles Dibdin was continually in debt, pursued by
bailiffs, and threatened with debtors prison. He escaped to
France in 1775 to avoid his creditors --according to his



account, "to expand my ideas and store myself with theat-
rical materials." He returned in 1778 across the Channel,
where his ship barely escaped capture by an American
frigate, and plunged back into the London theatrical world.
In 1788 he was so much in debt again that he started off for
India, but his ship was driven back by storms.

Around 1790, Dibdin took up a career as a solo per-
former and enjoyed some of his best years, giving "enter-
tainments sans souci," composed of anecdotes, gossip,
ditties, and songs. He accompanied himself on a "curious
and entertaining instrument," a "Grand Piano -forte laid

upon an Organ with an excellent Trumpet." Some of the
pipes could be interchanged with others, which imitated the
grunting of a pig, the ba-a of sheep, or the bleating of a
calf. A set of bells was keyed to the organ; a pedal at the
right actuated a side drum with four hammers and another
on the left shook a tambourine, and a triangle hung nearby.
He was "an extremely neat and brilliant performer on the
Piano -forte," a contemporary wrote, and singing along with
the combined instruments, "he produced an effect which,
taken as the composition and performance of one Person,
we believe, was never heard before, and may not again. "

In 1805, when his voice and popularity were fading,
Charles Dibdin retired from the stage. The government
had granted him a pension, no doubt partly because his sea
songs, according to a biographer, had "brought more men
into the navy in wartime than all the press gangs could. "

The Grenville administration withdrew the pension in 1807
in a mood of economy, and Dibdin returned to the stage.
He had little success this time, and a music store he
started also failed. Fellow musicians and theatre people
raised 640 pounds for him by subscription in 1810, and he
retired to Camden Town where he died on July 25, 1814,
69 years old. He lies in St. Martin's cemetery under a
stone inscribed with the stanza from Tom Bowling that be-
gins with the lines -

His form was of the manliest beauty,
His heart was kind and soft -

As he lay dying after a paralytic stroke, Charles Dib-
din could look back, past his troubles with money and women
and his quarrelsome career in the world of the London stage,
to the 900 songs he had written, to his 70 dramatic pieces,
his several novels, and a Tour through Scotland and England
illustrated with his own sketches. Mostly, he was proud of
his 90 sea songs, "filled with generous sentiment and manly
honesty." In his biography, he wrote that "My songs have



been the solace of sailors in long voyages, in storms, in

battle; and they have been quoted in mutinies to the restora
tion of order and discipline.'

1

So, Charles Dibdin was victorious in life despite his
failings, owing to that vitality which is expressed in his
work, and in the handsome face full of hearty boisterous

-

ness shown in the portraits by six painters of his day.
From his turbulent heart, waves of music had spread out-
ward where ships sailed and songbooks sold, finally setting
up ripples in remote places such as Thoreau's Concord.

TOM BOWLING.

Here, a sheer hulk, lies poor Tom Bowling,

The darling of our crew;

No more he'll hear the tempest howling,

For death has broach'd him to.

His form was of the manliest beauty,

His heart was kind and soft,

Faithful, below, he did his duty,

But now he's gone aloft.

Tom never from his word departed,

His virtues were so rare,

His friends were many and true-hearted,

His Poll was kind and fair.

And then he'd sing so blithe and jolly,

Ah, many's the time and oft!

But mirth is turn'd to melancholy,

For Tom is gone aloft.

Yet shall poor Tom find pleasant weather,

When He, who all commands.

Shall give, to call life's crew together,

The word to pipe all hands.

Thus Death, who kings and tars despatches,

In vain Tom's life has doffd

For, though his body's under hatches,

His soul is gone aloft.

NOTE: Lyceum Board Member Eugene Walker is a ge
ologist who enjoys singing as an amateur.



WALDEN PAWNED?

by
Malcolm M. Ferguson

Walden is a relatively young pond, being formed out of

the glacial forces whose mile -high weight loomed over much
of New England as recently as ten or eleven thousand years
ago, grinding and scoring, finally melting and washing a
series of kettle holes, the deepest of which, in this locality,

is the now hundred -foot deep, water-filled Walden Pond.
While the slow current and flooding of the Concord River
basin just over the low hills has built up arable soil, the

glacial till of Walden' s rim remains sparse and subject to

soil erosion. Indian arrowheads lie near the surface, since
soil growth has run nip and tuck with erosion, highly de-
pendent upon the transient surface cover of plants and trees.

Thoreau went to live in the woods, and to be sure,
cleared a patch for a bean field. But unlike his neighbors,
he did not treat the woods merely as a woodpile slaughter-
house, but understood their diversity, their self-restorative
properties and limitations. He "replaced the turf" by
planting white pines in his bean field.

Once again, today, we are faced with a crisis in terms
of Walden Pond; not, to be sure, of the dimensions of the
mile -deep glacier of past millenia, but of the imperiled
attractiveness of the area in the next decades. This is

true, at least since the episode thirteen years ago when
Middlesex County embarked on an unattractive and ill-

advised program of opening up the swimming area by ex-
tensive bulldozing. Manifestly, now the "woods" immedi-
ately around the pond have, to an extent, stopped being
woods, but have taken on the aspects of a park, and an in-
adequately cared for one, at that.

Walter Harding described, in Yankee Magazine for
September 19 70, three hours on a summer Sunday at

Thoreau' s cabin site, where he counted 225 human visitors
as well as some smaller birds and animals which can abide
mankind. Clearly this is, year after year, more bipedal
traffic than the network of paths can take without extensive
repairs. And the prodigal discarding of bottles, cans and
paper is today a most unpleasant concomitant of a Madison
Avenue culture that puts park personnel at the disposal of

anyone who has the price of a drink, but will not pick up
the tab, being otherwise disposed.

So it is that, with the water high in Walden this year,
swarms of swimmers, walkers, fishermen, Thoreauvians,



arrive at a parking lot that is overcrowded in hot summer
swimming weather. They find the approach curiously am-
biguous, with a no-man's land of snow fences and eroded
approach slopes.

These problems caused the new administration of Mid-
dlesex County to select a Walden Pond Advisory Council,
including in its dozen at least two professed Thoreauvians--
Roland Robbins and this writer --with county liaison pro-
vided by Jacqueline Davison of Lexington. While no direct
results are manifest between last April 28th and this August,
nearly $30,000 has been found which will be applied toward
hiring an architect-landscaper. Immediately, priorities
are being assessed for next year's improvements in the fa-
cilities and effecting some overdue housekeeping priorities.

A long-range plan was also put forward by the Advisory
Council to the County Commissioners on August 15th, with
A. Richard Miller making the presentation of the plan of

which he and Kenneth Bassett, also of the Council, are
prime movers. It provides for the relocation of Route 126
in an arc away from Walden Pond, removing the congestion,
improving the parking, permitting controlled access to the
swimming area, and improved access to the paths around
the pond.

This long-range plan has to be fitted into the Route 2

renovation plan, whose deadlines are current, though that
will not be effected until after the 19 75 Lexington-Concord
Battle Bicentennial. The latter event will bring even more
tourists, though what impact their numbers will have on
Walden Pond is still conjectural. The anniversary at least
will prompt a stock-taking, serving to show how outmoded
our present arrangements are.

Incidentally, when in the 1920' s Richard Halliburton
took his famous midnight swim in the Taj Mahal pool, he
symbolized a paradox and a problem. That problem is re-
flected in the Walden Pond Regulations, whose #7 reads:
"No person shall saunter or loiter on the Reservation after
being directed by a police officer to move on." Both the
problem of regulating and the regulations themselves get
harder and harder. One can't always tell which is the
Looking-glass and which the reality.
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WATER-COLORS WITH THOREAUVIAN THEMES

The current exhibit at the Thoreau Lyceum consists of

18 watercolors by Maryellen Cuenin of Lynnfield. Asa
member of Dr. Walter Harding's summer seminar on Tho-
reau, Mel turned in a similar group at the end of the course,
Anyone who attended the Thoreau Society's Annual Meeting
in July will remember tho delicate paintings which decor-
ated the parlours of Concord's First Parish Church. This
collection was done especially for showing (and selling) at

the Thoreau Lyceum.

THE BEST LAID PLANS OF PUBLISHERS

Some blame it on the paper shortage, some on the state
of the economy --whatever the reason, the publication of

long-awaited books is far behind schedule. Between Con-
cord and Plymouth by Lawrence Geller, announced in the
June Saunterer, has been held up at the bindery. Delivery
is now promised for the week of September 17 and copies
already ordered from the Lyceum will be sent out accord-
ingly. The same holds for Reform Papers, the third vol-
ume of the CEAA edition of The Writings of HPT . Editor-
in-Chief William L. Howarth's forthcoming book on The
Literary Mss. of Henry D. Thoreau has also been delayed
until this fall.

Princeton University Press has announced that it will

publish in October The Illustrated Walden with photographs
from the Gleason Collection owned by Roland Wells Robbins.
The text for this volume is the one edited by J. Lyndon
Shanley for the CEAA edition. Priced at $12. 50 and boxed,
this should make a good Christmas present. It may be or-
dered through the Lyceum. All inquiries should be ad-
dressed to: Mrs. T. W. McGrath, Curator, The Thoreau
Lyceum, 156 Belknap Street, Concord, Massachusetts
01742.

LYCEUM LECTURES PLANNED FOR FALL

A series of lectures will be held during late October
and November. One of these will be Sharon Crawford's new
slide program: Walden: A Pond for All Seasons . As usual,
all Lyceum members who live within driving distance will

be notified of forthcoming programs and events.
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